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Topic ~ The Mineral Kingdom ~ Its Purposes And Its Reasons For Service ~ Waith 

Discusses And Energizes Individual Crystals 

 

Well, we are feeling the added energies from all the bouncy mineral kingdom friends that 

have gathered for this time, and we would like very much to simply have this session 

with you as one in which we have stories perhaps that we can relay to you regarding 

your friends and the role that your mineral friends play with you. And interspersed in all 

of this will be information that you may find useful in your interaction with the energies 

that come from The Mineral Kingdom, so that you will add to your knowledge of The 

Mineral Kingdom and its purposes and its reasons for service. 

 

So, let us begin. We would want to begin this by having the prime emissary for The 

Mineral Kingdom who so shyly looks around now and says, "Who me?" to perhaps share 

with the gathering the friend who accompanies him. 

 

This has been a friend of mine for some time. It is a beautiful quartz crystal but has one face much 
larger than the other five in facet. We colloquially call this a shovel nose crystal, but it has the 
characteristic of being able to look down into that large face, deep into the crystal and sometimes 
see little images in the bottom. So, although I was torn as to which crystal I was to bring tonight, 
this is the one I finally settled on. 

 

For it is symbolic, you see. Would any of you care to risk indicating what you think the 

symbolism is that comes from the description just given? (There is a silence) No takers! You 

make me do all the work. Well, you know, the largest of the images is a symbolism for 

that which is the Soul and has the ability to look into Self at all levels and to see all the 

various images. And it was appropriate that we would have you begin our session on 

crystals, for crystals are simply not playthings. We have indicated this before. They reside 

in communities as The Human Kingdom does and have social interactions and all of the 

other issues that we have discussed with you relating to your own path in The Human 

Kingdom. So too does The Mineral Kingdom. 

 

And thus, just as Stuart here holds this crystal in his hand, so too are each of you held by 

those in other dimensions who are caretakers for The Human Kingdom, for The Human 

Kingdom and The Mineral Kingdom work in combination. And The Human Kingdom 

has taken on part of the responsibility of caretaker, and thus, the gentleness that you see 

in the way in which this crystal is held is also a way in which energies in other dimensions 

gently hold each of you, be it as individuals or be it as groupings. 

 

Thank you, my son. 

 

Thank you, Waith. 
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And this is the entity who has the strongest connection with The Mineral Kingdom in this 

geographic area, and well beyond that geographic area that you find yourself now and 

can be called upon at any time for any questions or needs that you would have as it 

relates to The Mineral Kingdom. He has a direct connection. He talks to them all the 

time and does not even know that he does it. 

 

I do indeed. 

 

Yes, indeed. Now. Let us meet some of the others who have come into the gathering to 

share. We might hold and energize some of your friends who you have brought with 

you. Yes? 

 

That crystal has been with me. That is the first crystal I ever had. And it brought about all the other 
crystals and it taught me all about what they are. And it has been with me a lot at work lately, so it 
probably needs some energy. 

 

It more than likely does, my love, as we feel its energies. 

 

You know, the shape of crystals or the shape of The Mineral Kingdom is often a source 

of discussion, questions, and we would say to you, first and foremost, that just as each in 

The Human Kingdom have interesting variations in shape and size, so too do those from 

The Mineral Kingdom, and that because a crystal, for example, is very large or very small 

is no indicator of its strength or of its abilities, for as many of you have heard the saying 

on the earth plane ~ we take this out of Mushiba's vocabulary ~ that dynamite comes in 

small packages, and that oftentimes, you may have an energy from The Mineral 

Kingdom that is very, very small ~ it could be a pebble from the beach, as you would 

say ~ and that pebble could be very, very powerful in its energies. It has simply taken on 

a diminutive shape and size. And that just as each of you take on shapes and sizes for 

lessons to be learned, so too do those from The Mineral Kingdom. 

 

And we have energized this now and given it back some of its bounciness. It was fine. 

Crystals are very susceptible to the abuses from The Human Kingdom, and because of the 

caretaker role that The Human Kingdom has and the abilities that The Human Kingdom 

can often have in the programming of crystals, that crystals can be abused. But 

understand that each kingdom in which energies find themselves are subject to abuses 

from those of other kingdoms. It is not just one kingdom levying those types of abuses 

onto another. And it is a way of Being of Service to each other that certain energies 

allow abuses to occur so that lessons can be learned. And the crystals, in particular, being 

of a rather delicate molecular structure for their encasement, are more susceptible to 

what you might call errant programming by energies who may want to use the crystals. 

 

You know, in the folklore that you have on the earth plane currently, that which you call 

witches and that whole arena of abuses and nonabuses, depending on your perspective, 

involve the use of crystals. And thus, crystals have come from a very long history on the 

earth plane of being symbolic of that which many feared as the supernatural, you see. 
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And so, they do, however, have the ability to store information and relay that 

information to you. We have spoken in the past of times from Atlantis in which crystals 

were programmed and that many of those crystals will be returning when The New 

Illusion has settled in and will be providing information to you. 

 

But on an individual basis, oftentimes, you will suddenly hear something and you say, 

"What is that?" It is a crystal saying, "Take me, take me." It is a rock. It is a piece of 

something that comes from The Mineral Kingdom and it has information for you. And 

oftentimes, those mineral friends stay with you for quite some time, and other times they 

are meant just to give you information for a brief time and then to go on to someone 

else. Many of you gathered here now have brought such information crystals with you. 

Do you have questions about your crystals that we might be able to answer? 

 

This is not a crystal but it is very important to me. It is crystal. Oh, dear. Can someone do that, 
please? I thought it was going to be easy. 

 

Yes, those are famous last words. ☺ Just prior to entry onto the plane "Oh, this will be 

easy." Yes. 

 

Place it into the right hand, my love. Yes. Of course, you know, crystals are decorative. 

They sparkle, just as many of you are decorative and sparkle, and are used to adorn and 

to give pleasure, and at the same time, the spiritual component must be maintained. 

There must be the love that is generated, whether it comes from concrete knowledge at 

your conscious level or whether it is simply a sense of loving an energy. Many on the 

plane have what you call jewelry that comes from The Mineral Kingdom, without any 

conscious awareness of its effect and its mission, and yet have a great love for this, and 

that interacts and is quite appropriate. We have given this a little jolt of energy, my love, 

and this represents great love in your life, and you would wear this frequently during this 

energy changing, this season that now you enter in, the snow season. 

 

(Another crystal) This crystal is a very large geode. I gave it a bath the other night and some pieces 
fell off. So, I want to know why. Do you want to hold them all? 

 

Some of you may remember a time when our love here could not even be persuaded to 

ask a simple question. And now she is demanding from us, "I want to know why." ☺ 

Bring these, my love, into this area here. Yes, that is very, very good. Yes. Now, you 

understand that we are not given permission to tell you why, for this energy has reasons 

that will be revealed to you at a very near time. However, what is important to 

understand, and this the opportunity to reinforce when large crystals, such as this geode, 

give away part of their energy. It is not to be sad that the energy in the crystal has 

separated. You must understand that it is for a reason of service, and that crystals in The 

Mineral Kingdom have a very unique property that is part of their kingdom that allows 

them to break into as many pieces as they need to. The concept is also true in The 

Human Kingdom ~ as we have talked of lifelines ~ that you can throw out a lifeline of 

energy from your own that can help to perform the mission. 
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The one in which we now place added energy is appropriate, my love, to that entity 

who you determined it to be. Its purpose will be revealed to you soon. All we can tell 

you is that these others are to be part of the growth of the healing service that you have 

through the food, and that they now take on a growth position and that, you know, 

understand that oftentimes this crystal will not be able to be in all of these food 

gatherings simultaneously, for you will be having simultaneous food gatherings, what 

you call catering. 

 

And so, this crystal now has said it is time to begin having emissaries at these others, 

since, as much as she would prefer to be everywhere at the same time, as many of you 

would wish to, what you say, clone yourselves and be in many different places, this is 

part of the purpose and that which we are allowed to give you for information at this 

point. We have given the energy, however, that was appropriate. And this one will be a 

most interesting story. 

 

(Other crystals) It is hard to tell which ones to give you. For a long time, I loved rose quartz, and 
then amethyst, and then citrine. 

 

Over the time that we have been with you and discussing crystals, we have maintained 

the mystery of why certain crystals go into the right hand and certain crystals go into the 

left hand. And just when some of you think you have it figured out, we blow the theory. 

And we will continue to do that. Actually, there really is no reason. It is just trying to 

confuse you, to give you something to think about. 

 

Now. The crystals that are in the right, my love, are energies that have been with you 

from a life in which you were doing the channelling, and they are with you now to assist 

you in your decisions in this lifetime in that area, and they hold for you the knowledge 

that is needed by you for those decisions, and would be appropriate to meditate with 

these particular two that I now hold, as you seek out that information. These two, of 

course, not coincidentally, came together. They are friends and playmates and are happy 

crystals and bring a sense of Lightheartedness into your vibration, and it is appropriate to 

keep them together and allow them to exchange the energies that come from each of 

them to form the one energy that will give you the Lightheartedness that you seek as you 

gain the knowledge from the other crystals. 

 

(Another crystal) My old stone. 

 

The old stone. If Farena were not on assignment right now, she would most likely come 

in and have a poem for you now. ☺ The old stone. This is a very strong energy that has 

traveled with you in many, many, many experiences ~ many lifetimes ~ and it will 

continue to aid you in this incarnation in which you begin a very, very difficult journey, 

the mission that you have taken on. And its energy is very old, as you would call it, and 

it is appropriate to keep this, as often as you can, in the light, in the sunlight, and for 

some time now coming, to take this to the place of your ministry, and it will help to 
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absorb some of the, shall we say, mischievous entities that hover around at times and 

will help you to maintain a sense of balance that even the best of us can lose at times. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah, let us play into this hand. We give this an infusion of energy. It is 

simply fatigued, for it has had much service. 

 

You have not energized her recently. 

 

This is very true. We have not energized in a while, and now we place renewed energy. 

It is appropriate as each energy depletes, that a certain infusion occur. And each of you 

are given infusions of energy when it is needed, if you call upon your higher sources. 

There. 

 

(Another crystal) And I have the other stone. They seem to be friends. This was a gift from a very 
close friend of mine. It comes from a different continent, and they seem to have connected in 
some way. 

 

Yes, indeed. We have energized this, and you would be most careful for it is delicate, not 

just in its size, my love, but also in its energy. It is newly entered into The Mineral 

Kingdom and is working in harmony with its newfound friend, to help it assimilate into 

The Mineral Kingdom. 

 

(Other crystals) I want to give you these two. This is moldavite and it is fairly new to us. My ten-
year-old cousin tells me it is from when a meteor hits the earth and it is a byproduct of the impact. 
It is supposed to have a lot of high energy. 

 

You know, that which comes from what you call space on the earth plane is also a part 

of the earth plane, even though it is not Planet Earth, and that the training ground 

known as the earth plane encompasses ~ as we have indicated before ~ many other 

planets, some that you are all aware of, and others that you are not aware of, and that 

those from The Mineral Kingdom, while incarnated on Planet Earth are also in other 

portions of the earth plane experience. And these come from other parts of the earth 

plane experience. They are from The Mineral Kingdom and therefore abide by the same, 

shall we say, rules and regulations that are inherent in The Mineral Kingdom.  

 

They have, however, a very particular mission when they come onto Planet Earth, just as 

any who would leave Planet Earth and go onto another would have a particular mission, 

and the mission is to help you in your knowledge of expanding your own awarenesses of 

other dimensions, and they come to you specifically to aid you in interdimensional 

communication. 

 

(Another crystal) I do not know all the characteristics, but it has, I guess, a lot of windows and we 
like looking in and seeing the opalescence that it creates in light sometimes. It is one of our 
favorites. 
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Indeed. We have energized this a bit to give it a bit more stability, for it was beginning 

to become out of focus in its mission, and it gave us permission to tell you that so that 

you will understand now that it is much more focused. 

 

(Other crystals) You spoke of jewelry. I wear these often, rose quartz and amethyst. This amethyst I 
wear with the heart and cross and I just feel they belong together. 

 

Oh, you feel they belong together. Indeed. You must all trust your feelings. Trust the 

instincts that you have when it comes to The Mineral Kingdom for they are very vocal, 

and some of you hear it, of course, more than others, but at some level, you hear it. And 

they have reasons for wanting to be together. This is a very, very harmonious 

combination for you, my love, and we have simply cleaned the energy a bit to allow it 

to be a bit more bouncy, but you will also be finding soon a crystal coming into your 

vibration that wants to be a part of this gathering that you wear, and it will have a very 

slight green hue to it, and it will sparkle, and it will be round in its shape, and it will 

want to be with the others that you now wear. 

 

(Another crystal) A friend of mine brought back three quartz crystals from Vermont, and they were 
willing to give me one, and this happened to be the one I picked. 

 

Place it into the left hand. Understand that The Human Kingdom does not pick The 

Mineral Kingdom. The Mineral Kingdom picks The Human Kingdom. Sometimes you do 

have to fight it, for they want to come with you and stay with you. This has been with 

you in a time during the building of the greatest of the pyramids currently on the plane, 

The Master Pyramid, as it is sometimes referred to, and it was with you during that time 

when you were assisting in the construction of that pyramid. And it brings to you now 

information from that time that will aid you in certain growth opportunities, shall we 

say, about to be presented to you for similar kinds of activities in this lifetime. 

 

Thus, it is time for it to be nurtured and for it to assimilate itself into your vibration. And 

it would be appropriate for you to place this on a soft material that is light blue in color, 

on the blue spectrum and not on the green spectrum ~ soft ~ and that it would be 

placed, as so many crystals enjoy, in the sunlight. And every other day that you would 

place this under very warm running water ~ nothing else, just the plain warm running 

water, and to massage this as you place this, and for a few moments until you feel it 

saying to you that it has had enough. And continue to do this for several earth plane 

months, and it will be assimilated for you, and you for it. It is a female energy. 

Remember that. I do not speak in superfluous ways, you know. Remember what I have 

said to you for the future. 

 

(Other crystals) I have two, one that I bought, and it fits my hand perfectly. It helps me concentrate, 
to meditate. And the other one, my sister picked it up and said I was told to give this to you. 

 

Yes. They have ways of doing that. They try to get to you through others. Yes. 
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I use them both when I meditate. 

 

Oh, indeed, and they are bouncing right now with energy, for we connect with the 

intensity of their vibration. That which is in the what you call amethyst encasement was 

with you in your most recent incarnation prior to the one current, and it was a very 

interesting incarnation that perhaps when it is time for us to speak in private, you would 

bring this crystal and we would talk of it. We give these to you in harmony. 

 

(Another crystal) I bought this crystal for someone else, and then decided it did not feel right to 
give it away, but I do not really know where it is supposed to go. 

 

Indeed. It wants to stay with you. Feel the energy, my love. Its vibration is very much 

attached to you and it will help you in lightening Self. We are attempting to return it to 

you and it appears that you resist. You might want to bring this energy to your place of 

employment and share its Lightheartedness with one individual in particular who has 

difficulty in staying lighthearted. 

 

(Another crystal) This was given to my mother-in-law seventy years ago, and I have been admiring 

it for twenty-five years, and she just recently gave it to me. Why did it take so long? ☺  

 

That is what happens when you covet something. Indeed. This energy now has its next 

phase to accomplish of its mission, and that is with you. And, you know, the connection 

that you have in this family grouping, all of you, is a very strong connection from higher 

levels, and its work has been accomplished ~ the first phase of its mission ~ and now it 

is in its second phase, which relates to you and the mission that you have, my love, in 

this group gathering known as your greater family membership. And we would be 

pleased to discuss it with you in private sometime soon so that it will give you insight. 

Now, you would want to wear this frequently. 

 

(Another crystal) This was chosen for me by a friend. 

 

This was chosen for you by a friend. This chose the friend to serve as the intermediary. It 

is meant to give you the strength to fulfill the contract agreement. In case you are 

confused, you can ask Mushiba. 

 

(Another crystal) There is a little friend that started making itself known. 

 

Making itself known. Ah. You know, this is to become part of a greater grouping, and 

indeed, you, my love, would want to bring this to our emissary and have him guide you 

with the use of others from The Mineral Kingdom that this wants to connect with. It has 

a role in a decorative as well as energy configuration that will provide a new kind of 

strength for you. And it is for you to keep very close. It would be appropriate, my love, 

to have this in a delicate framing in which it could be worn. 
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Did you say that Stu has some friends that would like to go with it? 

 

Yes. And he will know. This one wants to, but cannot. Is that so true on the earth plane, 

wanting to be with another energy and it is just always not in the cards, shall we say, at 

least for the time being. This one needs to have resting time. It has been through a rather 

difficult time and now it needs to rest. And you would perhaps place this on gold, that 

which is gold material that is soft, and place it close to, but not in, a window so that it 

receives indirect light and not the direct lighting. 

 

(Other crystals) This one jumped out at me about a week ago. I got two. This other one was with me 
for about a half a year. 

 

Let us energize each separately and then we will do them as a group. 

 

Can you tell me why that one jumped out at me? 

 

First and foremost, it wanted to be with you ~ that does not take an Angelic to tell you 

that ~ but it wanted to be with you, for you are reaching a pivotal point in your path in 

which you are faced with a series of alternatives, and any of the alternatives that you 

would select will be appropriate to your path. However, this crystal is to help you in 

feeling the confidence that you are selecting the right direction and in helping you to 

have the strength to let go of the other alternatives so that you do not say, for example, 

"I wish I had done this. I wish I had done that. Or maybe I should have done this, and 

maybe I should have done that," ~ to be resolute in your decision, and this crystal will 

be with you in that path. It has the knowledge that you will need. It is an appropriate 

crystal to meditate with, and it comes into your vibration now because of that critical 

point in your path. 

 

Interesting. It fits. 

 

Indeed. Oh, a most happy energy, most bouncy, as we like to say. Yes. The purpose that 

each of these can serve to you is to provide the balance of a seriousness and 

Lightheartedness and to help you in achieving each separately ~ seriousness and 

Lightheartedness ~ and to combine in unity. It is why we now combine their energies 

and give you the perspective of their mission. They are very different in their 

appearances, and, you see, the elongated energy is a very serious encasement. It is what 

many think of when they think of crystals. Here it is. It looks ~ a crystal. It is very serious 

about itself. But it needs to be. 

 

This other one does not look like a crystal ~ in fact, does not take itself seriously at all. 

And just as we have indicated that the extremes of seriousness and Lightheartedness are 

essential so that the balance can be achieved, these two from The Mineral Kingdom, each 

are working in their own issues of becoming more serious or more lighthearted. So, the 

elongated one needs to be more lighthearted and the lighthearted one needs to have a 
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little more seriousness in its energy. And separately and together, they serve you as you 

go down this next part of your mission in the path, and to help you to balance, to be 

more lighthearted when you become very serious, and when you perhaps are too 

cavalier, to see the seriousness of purpose, not to take Self seriously, but to take what 

you do seriously. 

 

(Other crystals) I have two. This one I found on the beach, and as I went to pick it up, the little voice 
in my head said, "Oh, it is a seer stone," except the thought did not come from conscious me. 
Comments? 

 

Comments. Where did the little voice come from? Do you need a high level spook to tell 

you this? 

 

What does this mean? 

 

What does that mean? That is for you to find out, my love. 

 

Oh, I hate those answers! 

 

You acknowledge that you heard information coming from this energy. And it comes 

from an experience that you shared in a water experience. It was an earth plane 

experience, but it was a water experience for you and this energy. And it will give you 

that information that you now need that is part of your mission currently on the plane. 

Meditate with this energy and allow yourself to hear what it has to say to you, and what 

may not be conscious information that you have accumulated in this incarnation is what 

will be given to you from this energy, and you will then have new information in this 

lifetime that comes from stored information from another lifetime. 

 

Thank you. And this one, I have had for about seventeen years, but it has been in a group and I 
just reconnected with it, and I am feeling really strongly about it. 

 

Finally, got its way out. It has been in a grouping, just as all of you are in groupings, for 

reasons of learning of lessons and growing up and maturing, or not, and it is now ready 

to strike out on its own. And it is about to take on an individual mission which it seeks 

your vibration for comfort and soothing, and as it prepares itself, you might want to find 

some very thin gold ribbon and tie this very, very thin, very delicate, my love ~ and tie 

this around and make what you call a bow, very, very small, very delicate. It is 

experimenting with energy outside of itself, and it wants to have a particular appearance. 

And then bring this back at some future time. It will tell you when it is ready for more 

discussion. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah, an energy that is in transition. Yes. It allows me to tell you that it is 

about to move into a new dimension within The Mineral Kingdom. The current energy 

in this crystal will leave and a new energy will walk-in, and the energy that walks in is 
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designed to Be of Service to you in ways that relate to the private conversation that we 

have had recently, my love. And thus, be gentle with this energy. And you will know by 

a glimmer that will appear within that the transition has occurred. 

 

We are sensing that the timing on the earth plane now requires our departure. As we 

depart, however, we would want you to celebrate in that which is the changing of the 

seasons on the earth plane, and that any of you who would want to, may take part in 

this behavior of the season changes in which you find something from the earth in the 

surrounding environment and place it into the basket that has begun to fill from many 

earth seasonal changes. It is a time of heightened vibration. And (Name given) perhaps 

would bring the basket out so that we may, as we depart, give it a boost to its energies. 

And then as we are departing, and you are all socializing, that you might want to 

contribute something. 

 

We were part of the group that listened to the Collective Consciousness regarding the 

precipitation composition, thus, there is no snow. Remember that we have indicated that 

soon the drought will begin so that the precipitation that you now are experiencing, not 

only in this geographic area but in other parts of the planet, will soon cease, and there 

will be very, very strong, strong drying of the earth. 

 

Thus, it is a time now in the seasonal change to send the love and the harmony as the 

earth continues to heal itself, for it is in need of your vibration and your love, just as 

when you are ill as entities, you need soothing and love from others to help you heal, 

but only you can heal yourself. You can only be given assistance from others. So too is 

the earth given assistance and love, but only earth can heal itself. And thus, bring into the 

vibration, then, components of the earth's energy as a symbol of the assistance that each 

of you provides to the earth as it heals. And be loving and gentle and understanding of 

the process that Earth goes through now. 

 

We send the energy Light from the highest source. And now, as we prepare to depart, 

gather into your energy fields the energy of service to Planet Earth, and bring in the 

energy of healing, and as you assist Planet Earth in its healing, it will also help in the 

Healing of Self. Bring in the soothing energy and visualize the green that is symbolic of 

healing, and feel our energy intermingling, and feel the healing.  

 

We send to you all now the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the 

Kingdom of Amelius. Farewell. 

 

 


